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MPS 229H / STP 578H: Married Love and Sexuality in the Christian Tradition 
Sept.-Dec. 2016; Blended Class with Discussion Meetings on Tuesdays from 3-4 p.m. 
       
Instructor: Dr. Paul Flaman, BA, STB, STL, STD 
Office:  St. Joseph's College, # 1-24; tel. (780) 492-1843; 
e-mail: pflaman@ualberta.ca   home page: http://www.ualberta.ca/~pflaman 
Availability: Since I do not have an office at Newman Theological College, you can e-mail me or 
telephone my office (leave a message if I am not in) anytime (note: I normally do not check these on 
weekends). I will get back to you as soon as possible. If you want to meet with me in person 
normally I expect to be able to meet after a Tuesday class. 
 
Hybrid Course: This course will be taught as a hybrid course meeting once a week (Tuesdays 3-4 
p.m.) for one hour to discuss the related required readings (some of these are instead of lecture 
materials) and reflection / discussion questions (see the Course Calendar below, pp. 3-4). 
 
Course Description: The human dimensions of love and sexuality. The religious meaning of human 
sexuality in the Judeo-Christian tradition, with special reference to Christian marriage. Issues raised 
by the contemporary sexual revolution. Doctrinal, liturgical, moral, pastoral, sacramental and 
spiritual dimensions of Christian marriage. 
 
SPECIFIC COURSE TOPICS / ISSUES: 
 
1.  Love (infatuation, sexual attraction, romance, friendship, conjugal love, Christian love; the biological, 

psychological, moral and spiritual dimensions of human persons, male and female).  
 2. Sexual Pleasure and Values. 

3. Formation of Conscience. 
4.   Biblical Perspectives on Sex and Marriage. 
5.   Christian Traditions (Catholic and non-Catholic) on Sex and Marriage; Ecumenism. 
6.  A Contemporary Christian Anthropology With Respect to Sex, Marriage and Love; a brief discussion 

of Pornography and Prostitution; Sexual Abuse and Violence. 
7.   New Christian Movements Regarding Sex, Marriage and the Family. 
8.  Gender Roles of Men and Women in the Family and Church (traditional, feminist 
  and other views). 
9.  Christian Marriage as a Sacrament; and Celibacy. 
10.   Traditional and Revisionist Methods in Christian Morality; Guilt Feelings and 
  Christian Forgiveness 
11.  The Virtue of Chastity and Married People: Marital Sex, Contraception, and 
  Natural Family Planning. 
12.  The Virtue of Chastity and Unmarried People: Sex Education, Premarital and other Nonmarital 
  Sexual Relations, Unmarried Cohabitation, Sexual Petting, Expressing Love, and Masturbation 
13.   Homosexuality, Same-Sex Marriage, and Same-Sex Parenting 
14.   Marital Growth and Crises, Separation, Divorce, Annulment, and Remarriage. 
15.   Friendship, Dating, Choosing a Marriage Partner, and Preparation for Marriage. 
 
Course Objectives (general): The sources of Catholic theology will be used to explore questions of 
meaning and morality related to love, marriage and human sexuality.  The course will introduce the 
main Christian traditions including official Catholic teaching and some relevant cultural perspectives 
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as they apply to human sexuality, love, marriage, consecrated celibacy, and other related topics.  
Relevant theological issues and pastoral considerations with respect to specific moral questions 
arising within marital and non-marital sexuality will be discussed.  Among other things, this course 
is meant to assist students to grow in better understanding and reflecting critically on some of the 
most significant questions, facts, options, values, principles, responsibilities and Christian 
perspectives related to these issues. Note: For more specific learning objectives for each section of 
the course see the file, “MPS 229H / STP 578H (Flaman) Course Topics, Related Readings, and 
Possible Exam Questions,” on the E-Class. 
 
COURSE REQUIREMENTS: 
 
A. Readings: 
 1) SELECTED READINGS for Married Love and Sexuality in the Christian Tradition (MPS 
229H and STP 578H). Related selections from this will be posted on the E-Class for each 
week/module.  
 2) Sex, Love and Marriage (Ottawa: Justin Press, 2015) by Paul Flaman (note: this book is 
instead of class lectures). 
Note: The average amount of required reading in this course, which includes readings from my book 
instead of class lectures as well as one or more other short readings, per week/module is equivalent 
to about twenty-six 8 ½ X 11 pages. This does not include reading required for the reviews and your 
research and reflection paper. 
 
B. Two Short Reviews (10 percent of the course mark / 5 percent each): 1) of Pope Francis’ 
Amoris Laetitia, Ch. 4 on Love (this has been described as the central part of the document; due by 
the beginning of class on Sept. 20, 2016); and 2) of Pope Francis’ Amoris Letitia, Ch. 6 and Ch. 8 on 
Pastoral Care, Accompaniment and Discernment (this includes the parts of the document that have 
raised the most questions; due by the beginning of class on Dec. 6, 2016). Each review for 
undergraduate students should be about 1 ½ pages text and for graduate students about 2 ½ 
pages text (double-spaced, 12 point font, Times New Roman font, 1 inch margins). Your reviews 
should give a prospective reader a good idea of the main themes in the chapter(s) you are reviewing 
as well as some of your response (e.g., the significance of what is said, the style, any unanswered 
questions, the contribution to the literature, and so forth). Reviews can be submitted by email (to 
pflaman@ualberta.ca using the subject heading in your email: “NTC Fall 2016 Review” with an 
attached MSWord—preferred or PDF file) to the instructor or a printed copy handed in at the class 
when due. Late reviews will be docked 5 percent per day (except Sundays) late unless you have a 
reasonable excuse (e.g., serious illness) communicated to the instructor as soon as possible. 
 
C. Research and Reflection Paper (35 percent of the course mark) on a topic related to the 
course: about 7 pages text and references for undergraduate students; and about 10 pages text and 
references for graduate students (double-spaced, 12 point font, Times New Roman font, 1 inch 
margins), due by the beginning of class on Nov. 1, 2016. This assignment can be submitted to the 
instructor by email (to pflaman@ualberta.ca using the subject heading in your email: “NTC Fall 
2016 Paper,” with an attached MSWord—preferred or PDF file) or a printed copy handed in at the 
class when due. For more specific guidelines and a marking guide for this assignment see pp. 7-
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8 below. On the title page of your paper include your name, the level you are taking the course (i.e, 
MPS 229H or STP 578H), the name of the course, Newman Theological College and the date. 
 
D. Reading Responses and Class Participation (worth 15 percent of the course mark). In this 
blended class since we are only meeting face-to-face once a week class attendance and participation 
is a very important part of the learning experience. You will be required to come to class prepared to 
discuss the related week/module’s required readings including coming with written responses (either 
printed out or on a laptop, tablet or smart phone) to two of the related Reflection and Discussion 
Questions (these will be specified on the Instructor’s Introduction of the module/week on the E-
Class. Undergraduate students’ responses to each of these questions should be about 50 words or 
about 100 words per week/module. Graduate students’ responses to each of these questions should 
be about 75 words or about 150 words per week/module. You are also required to post the 
responses to your questions on the E-Class under “Student Posts” for the related week/module 
before the related class meeting. If you post your responses for each module on time and they are 
of appropriate length you will receive 1/15 for each module or a total of 12/15 or 80 percent. Late 
responses will be deducted 5 percent for each day late not including Sundays. Attendance will be 
taken each class meeting during the small group discussions. For each unexcused class missed 
(notify the instructor by email if you have a good reason such as serious illness as soon as you can) 
1/15 will be docked from your total grade in this area. Your mark in this area can be boosted (that 
is, you can get more than 80 percent in this area) by additional posts on the E-class, e.g., in 
response to another student or students’ reading responses, or providing brief information about a 
relevant source (e.g., an article, book, movie) related to part of the course. I plan to inform you of 
your grade in this area for the first 6 modules within about a week of our meeting to discuss module 
6; and again of your grade for modules 7-12 within about a week of our meeting to discuss module 
12. 
 
Note: The percentage for missed term work (regarding B, C and D above) will not be transferred to 
the final examination. 
 
E. Final Examination (worth 40 percent of the course mark), 2 hours, closed-book, scheduled for 
Dec. 20, 2016 in the class room from 1:30-3:30 p.m. With regard to the possible questions for the 
final exam see on the E-Class the file “MPS 229H / STP 578H (Flaman) Course Topics, Related 
Readings, and Possible Exam Questions,” including the note regarding the final examination on the 
top of p. 1 in the grey box. 
 
See the Newman Theological College Student Handbook concerning policies with regard to the 
NTC grading system, plagiarism, cheating, academic grievances and grade appeals, and style 
sheets (Chicago, Turabian or MLA). 
 
Recordings’ Distribution: Any audio or video recordings posted on the E-Class may only be used 
solely for personal study, and is not to be used or distributed for any other purpose without prior 
written consent from the content author(s). 
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MPS 229H / STP 578H (Paul Flaman) Sept.-Dec. 2016 
Course Calender 
 

Note: see the file: “Chrtc 351 topics, readings & questions for online course” on E-Class for the 
specific required readings for each topic (1-15) of the course as well as the related possible exam 
questions. 

 

Date   Topic 

 
Sept. 7-13   Module 1 (Begin by reading on the E-Class this Course Outline, the Introduction to 
the     Course, and the Introduction to Module 1 which specifies the related required 
readings and 
   the two reading response questions) 

Class Meeting on Tue. Sept. 13: Introduction: Course Requirements and 
expectations; Topics 1. Love, and 2. Sexual Pleasure and Values  

Sept. 14-20  Module 2 (Begin by reading on the E-Class the Introduction to Module 2 which 
specifies 
   the related required readings and the two reading response questions) 

Class Meeting on Tue. Sept. 20: Review of Amoris Laetitia, Ch. 4, is due; 
Topics 3. Formation of Conscience, and 4. Biblical 
Perspectives on Sex and Marriage   

Sept. 21-27  Module 3 (Begin by reading on the E-Class the Introduction to Module 3 which 
specifies 
   the related required readings and the two reading response questions) 

Class Meeting on Tue. Sept. 27: Topic 5. Christian Traditions and Ecumenism 
Sept. 28-Oct. 4  Module 4 (Begin by reading on the E-Class the Introduction to Module 4 which 
specifies 
   the related required readings and the two reading response questions) 

Class Meeting on Tue. Oct. 4: Topic 6. Contemporary Christian Anthropology 
with Respect to Sex, Marriage and Love including a brief Discussion of 
Prostitution, Pornography, Sexual Abuse and Violence  

Oct. 5-11  Module 5 (Begin by reading on the E-Class the Introduction to Module 5 which 
specifies 
   the related required readings and the two reading response questions) 

Class Meeting on Tue. Oct. 11: Topic 7. New Christian Movements; and the first 
part of Topic 8. Gender Roles (only the readings regarding the possible 30 mark 
Test Question) 

Oct. 12-18  Module 6 (Begin by reading on the E-Class the Introduction to Module 6 which 
specifies 
   the related required readings and the two reading response questions) 

Class Meeting on Tue. Oct. 18: The remainder of Topic 8. Gender Roles; 
and Topic 9. Christian Marriage as a Sacrament and Celibacy 

Oct. 19-25  Module 7 (Begin by reading on the E-Class the Introduction to Module 7 which 
specifies 
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   the related required readings and the two reading response questions) 
Class Meeting on Tue. Oct. 25: Topic 10. Traditional and Revisionist Christian 
Moral Approaches, Guilt and Forgiveness; and the first part of Topic 11. 
The Virtue of Chastity and Married People: Marital Sex (only the readings 
regarding the possible 10 mark question)  

Oct. 26-Nov. 1  Module 8 (Begin by reading on the E-Class the Introduction to Module 8 which 
specifies 
   the related required readings and the two reading response questions) 

Class Meeting on Tue. Nov. 1: Research and Reflection Paper due by the 
beginning of class; The remainder of Topic 11. Family Planning: 
Contraception and Natural Family Planning. 

Nov. 7-11  Fall Reading Week Break and Remembrance Day 
Nov. 2-15  Module 9 (Begin by reading on the E-Class the Introduction to Module 9 which 
specifies 
   the related required readings and the two reading response questions) 

Class Meeting on Tue. Nov. 15: Topic 12. Sex Education, Premarital / Nonmarital 
Sexual Intercourse, Petting and Expression of Love; and M. Masturbation  

Nov. 16-22  Module 10 (Begin by reading on the E-Class the Introduction to Module 10 which 
   specifies the related required readings and the two reading response questions) 

Class Meeting on Tue. Nov. 22: Topic 13. Homosexuality, and Same-Sex Marriage 
and Parenting.  

Nov. 23-29  Module 11 (Begin by reading on the E-Class the Introduction to Module 11 which 
   specifies the related required readings and the two reading response questions) 

Class Meeting on Tue. Nov. 29: Topic 14.  Marital Crises and Growth, 
and Separation,  Divorce, Annulment and Remarriage 

Nov. 30-Dec. 6  Module 12 (Begin by reading on the E-Class the Introduction to Module 12 which 
   specifies the related required readings and the two reading response questions) 

Class Meeting on Tue. Dec. 6: Review of Amoris Laetitia, Chs. 6 and 8, due; 
Topic 15. Friendship, Dating, Choosing a Marriage Partner, and Preparation for 

Marriage; 
and Conclusion 

Dec. 20   Final Exam (2 hours; in the class room from 1:30-3:30 p.m.) 

 
Some Recommended Reading / Bibliography 
 

A) Some Related Magisterial Documents (available on the Vatican website, etc.): 
 
Benedict XVI, Encyclical Letter on Christian Love Deus Caritas Est (2005). 
_______ “Instruction Concerning the Criteria for the Discernment of Vocations with regard to 

Persons with Homosexual Tendencies in view of their Admission to the Seminary and to Holy 
Orders” (2005). 

Catechism of the Catholic Church (1997) on Marriage and Sexuality, nn. 1601-1666 and 2331-2400. 
Code of Canon Law (1983) on Marriage, Canons 1055-1165. 
Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, “Declaration on Certain Questions on Sexual Ethics” 

Persona Humana (1975). 
_______ “On the Pastoral Care of Homosexual Persons” (1986). 
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_______ “Instruction on Respect for Human Life in its Origin and on the Dignity of Procreation” 
Donum Vitae (1987). 

_______ “Considerations Regarding Proposals to give Legal Recognition to Unions Between 
Homosexual Persons” (2003). 

_______ “Instruction on Certain Bioethical Questions Dignitatas Personae (2008). 
Francis, Apostolic Exhortation on the Family Amoris Laetitia (2016). 
John Paul II, “General Audiences: Theology of the Body” (1978 ff.) available at: 

http://www.ewtn.com/library/PAPALDOC/JP2TBIND.HTM. See also Waldstein under B 
below. 

_______ Apostolic Exhortation Familiaris Consortio (1981). 
_______ Apostolic Letter Mulieris Dignitatem: On the Dignity and Vocation of Women (1988). 
_______ On the Formation of Priests in the Circumstances of the Present Day (1992). 
_______ Encyclical Veritatis Splendor Regarding Certain Fundamental Questions on the Church’s 

Moral Teaching (1993). 
_______ Letter to Families Gratissimam Sane (1994). 
_______ Encyclical on the Gospel of Life Evangelium Vitae (1995). 
Leo XIII, Encyclical on Christian Marriage Arcanum Divinae Sapientiae (1880). 
Paul VI, Encyclical on Family Planning Humanae Vitae (1968). 
Pius XI, Encyclical on Christian Marriage Casti Connubi (1930). 
Pontifical Council for the Family, “Family, Marriage and “De Facto” Unions.” 
_________ Preparation for the Sacrament of Marriage (1996).  
_________ “The Truth and Meaning of Human Sexuality: Guidelines on Sex Education Within the 

Family,” (1995). 
_________ Vademecum for Confessors Concerning Some Aspects of the Morality of Conjugal Life 

(1995). 
_______ Enchiridion on the Family: A Compendium of Church Teaching on Family and Life Issues 

from Vatican II to the Present (Boston: Pauline Books and Media, 2004) or online.  
United States Conference of Catholic Bishops, Rite of Marriage Praenotanda (2013). 
Vatican Council II, Gaudium et Spes, on Marriage, nn. 47-52. 
_______ Decree on Ministry and Life of Priest (1965). 
 

B) Some Other Recommended Books and Articles: 
 
Note: See the many sources referenced in the required readings for the course as well as the 
“Recommended but not Required Readings” listed under the 15 Course Topics on the file on the E-
Class: “MPS 229H / STP 578H (Flaman) Course Topics, Related Readings, and Possible Exam 
Questions.” 
 
Allen, Prudence, “Sr, Sex and Gender Differentiation in Hildegard von Bingen and Edith Stein,” in 

Communio: International Catholic Review 20 (1993): 389-414. 

Anderson, Carl and Jose Granados. Called to Love: Approaching John Paul II’s Theology of the 
Body. New York: Doubleday, 2009. 

Balthasar, Hans Urs von, Women Priests! A Marian Church in a fatherless and motherless culture, in 
Communio: International Catholic Review 22 (Spring 1995): 164-170. 
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Buckley, Matthew, “The Reason and Purpose of Matrimony,” Living Tradition, no. 144 (January 
2010) http://www.rtforum.org/lt/lt144.html 

Crawford, David S. Marriage and the Sequela Christi: A Study of Marriage as a “State of 
Perfection” in the Light of Henri de Lubac’s Theology of Nature and Grace. Lateran University 
Press, Rome, 2004. 

__________. “Of Spouses, the Real World, and the ‘Where’ of Christian Marriage,” Communio, 33, 
no. 1 (2006): 103-8. 

Elliott, Peter, What God has Joined: The Sacramentality of Marriage. Alba House, New York 1990. 

Ferme, Brian, “From Contract to Covenant: Marriage in Canon Law” in Human Fertility: Where 
Science & Faith Meet (Marquette Studies in Philosophy) Marquette University Press, 2008, 35-
51. 

Girgis, Sherif, Robert George and Ryan Anderson, “What is Marriage, Harvard Journal of Law and 
Public Policy, Vol. 34, No. 1, pp. 245-287, Winter 2010.  

Grisez, G., J. Boyle, J. Finnis and W.E. May, “‘Every Marital Act Ought to Be Open to New Life’: 
Toward a Clearer Understanding.” The Thomist: A Speculative Quarterly Review of Theology 
and Philosophy 52, no. 3 (1988): 365-424. 

Hildebrand, Dietrich von, Marriage: the Mystery of Faithful Love. Sophia Institute Press, 
Manchester 1991. 

May, William, Marriage: The Rock on Which the Family is Built, Ignatius Press, San Francisco 
2009. 

May, William E. Catholic Sexual Ethics: A Summary, Explanation, & Defense. Huntington, IL: Our 
Sunday Visitor, 3rd ed. 2011. 

Milbank, John, “The Future of Love. A Reading of Ben edict XVI’s Encyclical Deus Caritas 
Est.” Communio: International Catholic Review. Vol. 23, No. 3 (Fall, 2006): 368-374. 

Ouellet, Marc, Divine Likeness: Toward a Trinitarian Anthropology of the Family, Trans by Philip 
Milligan and Linda M. Cicone. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2006. 

Schu, Walter, The Splendor of Love. New Hope, KY: New Hope Publications, 2003. 

Scola, Angelo, The Nuptial Mystery, Trans by Michelle Borras. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publishing 
Company, 2005. 

Shivanandan, Mary, Crossing the Threshold of Love: A new vision of marriage in the light of John 
Paul II’s Anthropology. Washington, D.C.: The Catholic University of American Press, 1999. 

Sri, Edward, Men, Women and the Mystery of Love: Practical Insights from John Paul II’s ‘Love 
and Responsibility,’ Cincinnati: Servant Books, 2007. 

Waldstein, Michael, ed., Man and Woman He Created Them: A Theology of the Body by John Paul 
II. Boston: Pauline Books & Media, 2006. 

 
MPS 229H or STP 578H (Flaman) Research and Reflection Paper Guidelines (see p. 2, D above) 

This assignment is meant to be a student-centered active learning experience. Allowing you to choose your 
own topic of research and reflection allows you to choose a topic that is especially interesting and relevant to 
you.  
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The paper must be on a topic related to the course, about 7 pages (text and references) for undergraduate 
students; and about 10 pages (text and references) for graduate students (double-spaced, 12 point font, Times 
New Roman font, 1 inch margins). If you wish to write a longer essay for your own purposes please indicate 
which part you want evaluated for this course. The essay must be theological (Consider any relevant biblical 
and/or Church teaching concerning your topic). Your essay may also integrate material from other disciplines 
that is relevant to your topic (e.g. psychology, sociology, anthropology, biology and/or philosophy, etc.). You 
may not hand in an essay from another course or an essay written by someone else. Show sufficient research. 
Although you may use required reading materials, undergraduate students should show signs of using at 
least three scholarly sources (probably not more than ten)—at least two of these must be theological sources 
published 1970 or later; graduate students should show signs of using at least four scholarly sources 
(probably not more than fifteen)—at least three of these must be theological sources published 1970 or later) 
other than the required readings. Properly acknowledge your sources (follow one standard academic format 
consistently; see, e.g.: The Chicago Manual of Style or www.wisc.edu/writing/Handbook/), giving page or 
section numbers for quotations and specific references (e.g. names, ideas, statistics or other information). 
Regarding biblical references, give in abbreviated form the appropriate book, chapter and verses, e.g., 1 Cor 
7:2-9 - indicate the translation of the Bible that you use in your notes or reference list. 
   Although your essay should be primarily a research paper, it should not be only a summary of other writers' 
thoughts or a compilation of quotations. It should include some of your own analysis, insights and personal 
conclusions (250 words or more for undergraduate students; 350 words or more for graduate students) 
relevant to your topic. Read to become informed on your topic, think, pray and organize your own essay. You 
may choose to write on any topic related to the course. You may also consider the teaching or position of 
some non-Catholic Christian denomination as well as that of the Catholic Church with respect to a topic 
related to the course. Or, you may compare a non-Christian religious view(s) with the Catholic view of a topic 
related to the course. Be fair to your sources (e.g., if you disagree with a certain writer's view do not 
exaggerate or distort his or her position—try to understand what he or she actually meant to say in the 
context) and present your insights in a clear and balanced way. 
   For additional criteria regarding the marking of your essay see the "Marking Guide" on the other side of this 
sheet. Attach this marking guide face up after the last page of your essay (if you are sending your paper by 
email please copy the marking guide into your paper at the end). Keep a copy (at least on disk) and hand in 
the original of your essay. 
   If you have any questions or problems concerning this assignment, you are welcome to discuss them with 
me. 
 Late Penalty: If the essay is handed in late, two marks out of 50 will be docked for each day late (not 
including weekends or holidays). Extensions without penalty will be granted only by notifying the instructor 
and only for a serious reason beyond your control such as serious illness. An essay not handed in at all will 
receive zero out of 50. The essay will not be accepted after the final examination without proper written 
authorization from Newman Theological College.    
 Bibliography: See the Bibliography on pp. 4-6 above. Newman Theological College aims to have 
adequate resources to serve its students, both printed and online. Its librarians are very willing to serve you. 
Among other resources which may be helpful for your research, the Catholic Periodical and Literature Index 
(on Computer CD-Rom) can help you find relevant articles and books. Reference materials such as a good 
concordance or dictionary of the Bible and a good encyclopedia (e.g. the New Catholic Encyclopedia) or 
dictionary of theology are often good places to begin theological research. Regarding using the Bible in an 
academic assignment, it is advisable to use a good biblical commentary to familiarize yourself with the 
context and common scholarly interpretations of any biblical text(s) to which you may wish to refer.MPS 
229H or STP 578H Research and Reflection Paper Marking Guide (Paul Flaman) 
(Newman Theological College, Edmonton) 
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     Please attach this sheet face up to the back of your essay when you hand it in.  Your essay will be 
evaluated in five areas as indicated. 
                                                      Comments 
 
1) research: sufficient usage       _______ /25 
   of appropriate academic 
   sources, relevant information, 
   fairly and accurately presented, 
   essay is appropriate length... 
 
2) personal insights: re topic      _______ /10 
   and sources, writer attempts 
   to arrive at sound conclusions 
   (theological/ethical/pastoral), 
   reasons given, likely objections 
   answered, good analysis 
   and understanding... 
 
3) writing skill: clear,                 _______ /7 
   balanced, well-organized 
   (introduction, paragraphing, 
   conclusion), logical sequence, 
   flows well, good transitions, 
   interesting, good style... 
 
4) format: proper referencing      _______ /5 
   of sources (quotations, 
   ideas, information), proper 
   format re notes/bibliography, 
   title page, subtitles, proper 
   margins, spacing, page numbering... 
 
5) proper spelling, grammar,      _______ /3 
   punctuation... 
 
                 Total Mark:                       /50 
 
 
NB: 1: See the Guidelines (over) regarding expectations for the essay concerning content and format.  Since 
this is an academic paper in theology (i.e. a humanity's subject) do not use contractions, and write out 
numbers under 100 in the body of the essay.  Explain any abbreviations used. 
NB: 2: Besides the above general evaluations and comments, please note any specific check marks (re good 
points), as well as comments and corrections regarding some ways of improving your essay. 
 
Thank You:    ________________________ 


